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Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach 
space E with a Frechet differentiable norm.Recall that asequence {xnj c E 
is weakly almost convergent (cf. [4]) to y E E if { (Cp:{; xjtk)/fl! converges 
weakly to y uniformly ink. It is known [ 2, 7, 81 that if T: C -+ C is nonex- 
pansive, then for each x in C, {Fx} is weakly almost convergent to a fixed 
point of T. The method of [6] yields an analogous result for nonlinear 
nonexpansive colztinuous semigroups. This approach, owever, leaves open 
the question whether such a resuit is true for strongiy measurable 
semigroups. Thepurpose of this paper is to present anaffirmative answer to 
this question. Such an answer has already been given by Pazy [S ] when E is 
Hilbert, but his proof does not extend outside Hilbert space. Recall that a
strongly measurable (nonexpansive) s migroup on C is a mapping S: 
j 0, co) X C -+ C satisfying thefollowing conditions: 
set, + 4) = WI> W*)x for t,, t, >O and XE C, 
S(O)x =x for x E C. 
iS(t)x-S(t)yl<lx-yyl for t> 0 and x, y E C, 
5(t)x is strongly measurable int for each x E C. 
Phillips has shown (see 131,) that a strongly measurable s migroup is 
continuous on(0, co), but not necessarily on 10, UJ). 
THEOREM. Let f.2 be ~1 bounded closed convex subset of a unij%rmiy 
convex anach space E with a F’re’chet diferentiable norm. If S is a 
nonlinear strongly measurable nonexpansive semigroup onC, then for each 
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x E C, the weak lim,,,( l/t) Jztc S( Y x ) d r exists uniformly inc > 0 and is a 
fixed point of S. 
ProoJ: Since E is uniformly convex, each nonexpansive T: C+ C 
satisfies 
g(l T(ax + (1 - a>~> - (arx + (1 -a) Ty)l) < IX - Y] - I TX - 01 (1) 
for all x, y E C and 0 < a < 1, where g is convex, strictly increasing, and
continuous, with g(0) = 0. It follows that iffi and f2 are two fixed points of 
s’ and J: E A E* is the (normalized) duality mapping, then limli,(s(t), 
J(f, - f,)) exists (cf. the proposition n [71; we remark in passing that in the 
proof of that proposition a,(t) should be defined by a,(t) = / tx, +
t&tijj - f, 1 - ]f, - f*]). Therefore it suffices to show that if 
kfcn S(r)x dr} converges weakly to z, then z is a fixed point of S. 
To th”is end, we let h> 0 and observe that since S(h) satisfies (I), it follows 
that 
$j’S(t+r)xdr =o 
0 
for each fixed T > 0. Let d denote the diameter ofC. Since we also have 
J' 
T 
S(t i- h + r)x dr - S(t + r)x dr 
0 
= ;i 
tfh 
(S(r + T)x - S(r)x) dr < hd, 
f
we see that 
< $ + e(t, T), (2) 
where lim l+a, &(t, T) = 0 for each fixed T. Let p be a seminorm for the weak 
topology of E, d,(x, 0) = inf{ p(x - y): yE D}, and let F(S(h)) be the fixed 
point set of S(h). It follows from [l] that for each E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such 
that if x E C and Ix - S(h)xl < 6, then d,(x, P(S(h))) < E. Given E > 0, we 
use (2) to first choose T and then to such that 
TS(t+r)xdr-S’(h) (+l’S(t+r)xdr <6 
0 )I 
,S(t + r)x dr, F(S(h)) < c forall t>t,. 
MEAN ERGQDIC THEORE 
Vde also have 
Therefore 
Thus z belongs to each F(S(h)) and therefore is afixed point of S. The prooi 
is compiete. 
We coridude this note with two corollaries of this mean ergodic theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let C be a bounded closed comex sabsel of a ti~~~~osoi’n~~~~* 
co~zvex Banach space E with a Frekhet d~~fe~ei~t~ab~e norm, S a ~o~~l~~e~~ 
stron@y measurable nonexpansive semigrolap on C, and x E C. Then S(t)x 
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converges weakly to a fixed point of S if and only if the weak 
lim,,(S(t + h)x - S(t)x) = 0 for all positive h.
ProoJ: We may assume that the weak lim,+,,(l/t) Ji CS(r)xdr = 0 
uniformly in c > 0. Given w E E and E > 0, there is a t, such that 
](w, (l/t,)j:” S(r)xdr)J < s/2 for all c>O. We can also find at, such that 
](w, S(t + Y)X - S(t)x)l < 42 for all t2 t, and 0 < r < t, fHence 
lKw~W)~)l= / (,.~!‘W)sdr) ( 
‘I S(t + r)x dr + f [” (S(t)x - S(t + r)x) dr 
1 *o 
S(r)x dr + F/2 < E, 
and the result follows. 
It remains an open question whether Corollary 1 is true if S is not 
assumed to be strongly measurable. This is known to be the case in Hilbert 
space 191. 
For each positive s,let K(s, r): [0, co) + (-co, co) be of bounded 
variation in [0, co), and denote its total variation by V(s). We say that he 
kernel K is strongly regular if sr jK(s, r)i dr is bounded in s, 
liis-- s? K(s, r) dr = 1, lim,,, s,‘K(s, r)dr = 0 for all finite r, and 
s-m V(s) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space E with a Frkchet differentiable norm,S a nonlinear 
strongly measurable nonexpansive semigroup onC, and x E C. If the kernel 
K is strongly regular nd R(s)x = jr K(s, r) S(r)x dr, then R(s)x converges 
weakly to a fixed point of S. 
ProoJ Let the weak lim,+,(l/t) I:+” S(u)x du = z. Given w E E and 
8 > 0, there is a t such that 
S(u)x du = (w, z) + f(r), 
where /f (r)l < e for all r. We have 
~4,~j:” ) K(s, r) S(u)x du dr 
=g(s)+(w,R(s)x)+ (w,f!Ja~~~t(K(s,r)-K(s,u))S(u)xdrdu), 
where lim,,, ~ g(s) = 0. Since 
.Vote added in proof: In the definition of strongly regular kern&, there is no need :o 
assume that lim 1’03 !‘i K(s, r) dr = 0. The remaining assumptions imply that 
iim 1~33 -ii lK(s, r)l dr = 0 for all finite T.
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